
The Tafabot
Leadership & 
Reward System
Your first step towards passive income.



For informational purposes only, this presentation does
not constitute financial advice. Cryptocurrency trading

is risky, and Tafabot is not liable for trading losses.

D I S C L A I M E R



Do you have a         plan?real



For your family?



For your lifestyle?



For your finances?



How do you make more money
without having to give a lot more

of your                  time?personal



How do you plan to reach your 
lifestyle goals?lifestyle



What if there was a way to earn

while spending time doing 
what you love?

passive income



The Tafabot
Reward System
The Tafabot Reward System is currently
the world's leading multi-level-
marketing compensation plan built on
a uni-level system and boasts unlimited
commission bonuses earned on an
unprecedented 15 generations of
downlines. 

The system is designed to massively
reward Tafabot Leaders in the most
fascinating way.



Who are 
Tafabot Leaders?
Tafabot leaders are  Tafabot enthusiasts
who see the Tafabot opportunity and
embrace the Tafabot vision. They are
leaders who recruit more users, build
communities and are earning massively on
our platform on a daily basis. 



4 ways to earn
There are 4 ways to earn through the Tafabot Reward System.

Direct Bonus Team Bonuses Mirror Bonus Renewal Bonus



What is a 
Direct Bonus?
This is the bonus earned for directly referring
a new user who purchases a bot license. 

You can earn up to 50% instant direct referral
bonus.



TEAM SALES BONUS TEAM UPGRADE BONUSTEAM FUEL BONUS

What is a Team Bonus?

You get paid when anyone
in your network purchases a

license. 

You get paid when anyone in
your network upgrades to a

higher license.

These are repeat sale
commissions earned fully
and instantly anytime a

downline makes a deposit
to their fuel wallet.  These
bonuses are distributed in
a similar pattern to Team

Sales Bonus.

This means that almost literally everyone in your downline
contributes to your growing portfolio.

These are series of bonuses earned from your entire team
or network over multiple generations. 



Tafabot
Leadership
Ranking
System

How to unlock
Tafabot Team Bonuses are unlocked at
various Leadership ranks. The higher you
grow in rank, the more rewards you access
from your global team. 

How it works
Ranks are easy to attain as minimal
requirement is placed on direct volume and
the major requirement placed on Team
volume.



Rewards System

LEVEL

LEVEL 2 - BRONZE

LEVEL 3 - SILVER

LEVEL 4 - GOLD

LEVEL 5 - EMERALD

LEVEL 6 - DIAMOND

DIRECT VOLUME TEAM 
VOLUME

LEVEL 1 - STEEL *Active Account

450 USDT

1,500 USDT

4,500 USDT

9,000 USDT

18,000 USDT

0$

3,000 USDT

22,500 USDT

60,000 USDT

135,000 USDT

300,000 USDT

ACTIVE ACCOUNT: A paid account with a license subscription that is actively trading.

DIRECT BONUS
DISTRIBUTION

TEAM BONUS
DISTRIBUTION

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

20%

30%

35%

40%

45%

50%

20%

REQUIREMENT



1ST
2ND
3RD
4TH
5TH
6TH
7TH
8TH
9TH
10TH
11TH
12TH
13TH
14TH
15TH

1%
1%

0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%

1%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%
0.5%

1%
1%

GENERATIONS TOTAL BONUS (10%)

EverFlow Advantage

EverFlow Advantage – an additional set of bonuses spread across the 15 generations, supplementing the existing 50% distribution.
These bonuses are distributed without regard to achieved ranks, creating an unlimited reach across the generational tree



Mirror Bonuses are available to
Tafabot Leaders who own Mirrors and
charge up to a 2% Profit Fee from users
who copy their trades. 

Every LEADER (even without crypto
experience) can own a mirror and
charge fees from their communities.

What is a 
Mirror Bonus?



Mirror Trading

Mirror Trading has published Tafabot trades that crypto
newbies who join Tafabot can easily copy and replicate
the exact trade results of the mirror they are copying.

Users can now copy mirrors even with different capitals.
They can now copy mirrors even on different exchanges.
To own a Mirror, a leader must commit and be up to
date with the current Tafabot TRIMS (Trade and Risk
Management System).

Some of our top Mirror Owners are earning between
$500 to $7000 weekly from Mirror Bonuses! 



What is a Renewal Bonus?
Renewal Bonuses are earned whenever anyone in

your network renews their annual license. You
immediately earn direct and team bonuses in line

with their corresponding guidelines. 



DEFINITION OF TERMS

TAFA FUEL

TAFABOT MIRROR

EXCHANGE

TAFA PAYDAY

NEURALNET BOT

LICENSES



LICENSES
Availing a Tafabot license is the first step to achieving the life

of your dreams. And fortunately, we have flexible plans.
All you have to do is choose the right fit for your trading needs.

STARTER
(150 USDT ANNUALLY)

Maximum Trading Cap: $3,000

Maximum Number of Trades: Unlimited

Maximum Number of Exchanges: 2

Fuel Fee: 10% (For Manual Trade)
                         20% (For Automated Trade)

Premium: Trade Alerts, News Alerts

Maximum Trade Cap: $25,000

Maximum Number of Trades: Unlimited

Maximum Number of Exchanges: 5

Fuel Fee: 10% (For Manual Trades)
                         20% (For Automated Trades)

Mirror Ownership

Premium: Trade Alerts, News Alerts

ADVANCED
(750 USDT ANNUALLY)

Maximum Trading Cap: $200

Maximum Number of Trades: 1

Maximum Number of Exchanges: 1

Fuel Fee: 10% (For Manual Trade)
                         20% (For Automated Trade)

Premium: Trade Alerts, News Alerts

BASIC
(15 USDT MONTHLY)



LICENSES
Availing a Tafabot license is the first step to achieving the life

of your dreams. And fortunately, we have flexible plans.
All you have to do is choose the right fit for your trading needs.

PROFESSIONAL
(1500 USDT ANNUALLY)

Maximum Trade Cap: Unlimited

Maximum Number of Trades: Unlimited

Maximum Number of Exchanges: Unlimited

Fuel Fee: 10% (For Manual Trades)
                         20% (For Automated Trades)

Mirror Ownership

VIP Priority Support

Premium: Trade Alerts, News Alerts

Bulk Purchase Required 

200+ Licenses Minimum

Enjoy 45% Discount

Applies to all Licenses

Reseller Permission

Zero Bonus Payout

ENTERPRISE
(WHITE-LABEL)



TAFA FUEL

A Tafa Fuel of 20% is charged for every profit a user makes using any of the Tafabot
auto trading bots. This fee becomes 10% for all manual bots.

The minimum fuel balance required is trade-profit specific. Fuel balance must be enough
to cover the 10% or 20% fee required on a target profit from a trade capital before a

trade session is activated. For instance, if a trade using $2000 capital aims to make $100
profit after 5 strategy period or rounds of trade, then a user must have a minimum fuel

balance of $20 (i.e. 20% of $100 profit) before this trade can be activated.

Regardless of these, all fuel deposits are treated as prepaid rewards and instantly
distributed to uplines once deposited. As such, they are non-reversible and non-

refundable.



NEURALNET BOT
The NeuralNet Bot by Tafabot represents a
groundbreaking solution in the dynamic world of
cryptocurrency trading. 

Powered by advanced machine learning and neural
networks, it excels in dynamically navigating multiple
cryptocurrency markets, executing precise trades, and
maintaining resilience in challenging conditions.

Its innovative risk management ensures only profitable
trades are made, giving traders the potential to maximize
gains. NeuralNet Bot is your ultimate profit partner.

It's perfect for traders who want to profit from both spot
and futures trading.



TAFABOT MIRROR



SAFETY FEATURES

MIRROR FEATURES



You can copy any mirror regardless
of your trading capital difference

You can copy any mirror regardless
of difference in exchange hosting

the trades

OPERATORY FEATURES

MIRROR FEATURES



A cryptocurrency exchange is a platform that provides
you with tools and allows you to trade between
various cryptocurrencies or digital currencies. 

EXCHANGE

Tafabot's partnerships with a number of these exchanges
allows you to connect these services to Tafabot through API
integrations. 

This means that your capital and profits are always with you
(in your preferred exchange) and never with Tafabot. 

So, you never have to give your money to anyone, yet your
money is busy every day working out profits for you through
the Tafabot engine. 



Besides the Direct Bonus which is earned
instantly! The Tafabot Global PayDay for all
Team Bonuses and Mirror Bonuses are Mondays
of every week. 

Our goal is to have a cumulative revenue that is
claimed in bulk and is celebrated across our
ecosystem. 

These bulk payments are announced on all our
global platforms and shared by earners on social
media as promotional materials for our
ecosystem. Several users are claiming between
$500 to $25,000 weekly as Team Bonuses!

Tafa Payday



JOIN US AT TAFABOT
It is the simplest business to build in the industry today!

Start earning 135% from 15 unlimited generations.


